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Abstract

Outsourcing refers to the use of external companies to perform one or more

organizational activities. It can be applied to a host of aclivities rynging from the use of
contract programmers to managing third party facilities. The most common reason for
companies to outsource their information systems include cost fficiency and the need to

free resources for more essential functions.

As far as information security is concerned, the main considerations in outsourcing
include laying down requirements for information security and drawing up the

outsource contract, along with a number of security considerations during the actual
outsourcing process and the at termination ofthe conlract.

It is possible to reduce risks to information securily in outsourcing by defining explicit
information security requirements in the outsource contract. These requirements can be

stated as a specific list of claims and standards. The contract should include an
agreement of some specified period of time within which the requirements must be

carried oul. Threats to information security during the oulsourcing! process can be

managed through supervision and revision. These measures must be laken into
consideration in making the outsource agreement - the most important phase in the

outsourcing process.
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I Introduction

This work provides an overview of information security during the process of
outsourcing. The purpose is to discover requirements for information security along

with appropriate. security control methods during the phases of the outsourcing process

from the client's point of view. Aspects of infomration security in the outsourcing
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process are viewed in 
.chapter two. A concise definition of outsourcing is given and the

phases of the outsourcing process are ill;;;;;;". same chapter.
In this work, the term
information system t,'client'refers 

to an executive organization, who outsource their

Ilyll"T.l,:,"fi;;.;:, i,,:'lXh,i:; ;,r..il':., l?J'o.l r"' "iii,i""'ii o",i"e
contracts. This will bedone in chapter r**.'i#*"^llformatioi security in oulsource
rn convincing the partie

n*nrriaq-}.s*#li*****{ru.*'lrrur
Economic aspects ofoutfiri*a i" 

_ifr"_;jii;;,r."y.tng wilt not be examined in rhis work. Oursourcing will bea"u.topm.nt iu,u'""i i. 
rntormation systems so' f

5i1rul,a"*1.il;:;ffi i1*i,[4ili",**:3?iiill,ii;"ilT3]T:?-;*;T;
or to provide implementation-o'""";il;;;"'"1ri; il;irf,f"a" security prosramme

2 {spects of information security in outsourcing
2.1 Information securify, outsourcing and insourcing

3tffi":u::T:*i";fl:b:1":t,concepr and it is therefore difncurt to examine ir as a*d' 
"dl ;,';;'; :"# i':T|,,:il'j IiJIHH'_"un 

u" i r r u, t,ui.i i#"".'.i,",..
rramework for information ,..*iru ii.ol".::,;::11,"J 

securiry. Commonty accepred
New.Framewort ro,. tnil 

security is described bv Donn.B. parker in his"article,.A

::::1. ;":," 
^,#' 

;:::rffi I ji" ll"t .#,1;, fii.",laj "',; pir... " inffi u,i onlnlormation from disclosun
to reduce r"* *0,i,1"i.i,.. 

.;;.;;";;ffi1,f,i,X;.",1j.,,r"11r.f.1,"1;f?:ty""l,

|^:,,::i.r:t* refers ro the use ofexternal agenrs ro Derf
|:'.utt'tt' such as purchasing goods 

", ";;;i;;. ;;Jff:* 
one or more organizarionat

;::jff:fl:"fl ru;",ll,lelml**Lyl,*1",'l"l*:ru:i:fr 
;1:il:jiot an outside company (venr

outsourcing involves 
" .j-".11 

s:.b"onhacting differs r

.outsourcing can arso b. ";:i:il*'i"n 
or *'".li,rl;:i{:i[i:'r:1,';':1'::ff,;:

to a provide?;;ilffi#:H,".!!;;ra rartial or coniplete transfer iir.'.0*r'ilii,*
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Figure l. The ranges ofIS outsource oplions

Insourcing, a relatively new tenn in IS management, constitutes the opposite concept to

outsourcing. Basically, insourcing involves the partial or complete re-tlansfer ofIS work
back to the client organization. Outsourced IS work could be also moved to another
provider ofoutsourcing services, but this is a matter ofcontinued outsourcing and is not

the same as insourcing.

2.2 The phases ofthe outsourcing process

During the preparation of outsourcing process, the client collects bids from various

outsource vendors. In addition, the client should also evaluate the profitability of the

vendors'bids [5]. During the next phase, the contract phase, the main task is to lay down

the liabilities and obligations of the outsource parties, including security issues.

Naturally, the scope and price of the outsourcing project must also be determined. The

commencement phase, in tum, includes transferring the outsourced IS work into the

facilities ofthe vendor; hiring and training the lS maintenance staff; and building up

communications between the outsource partners. Then follows the actual outsourcing

service, the extemal IS maintenance, which usually lasts a few years. After another

evaluation is carried out, the outsource contract can be continued, in which case there

may be some updates and changes in the contract. Drawing the outsource contract

constitutes the most important phase ofthe outsourcing process. The outsource partners

both want to increase their profits by the outsource arrangement.
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Figure 2. Information system outsourcing process.
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Figure 3. Flowchart describing the long-term outsourcing process with decision-making
and actions.

2.3 Threats to information security during outsourcing

Numerous tlueats and security risks can be seen to be invorved in the process of
outsourcing. Thus, information security has to be at a high level to fulfill u^i. ,..*ity
needs and at the same time to protect the IS from threats associated with outsourcing.
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lnformation secudty is achieved by the appropriate protection of confidentiality,
integrity and availability of information. These basic aspects of information security are
defined in the literature. Recently defined new elements of information security include
the protection of the utility, authenticity and possession of information, presented by
Donn B. Parker [7]. Particular threats to information systems regarding outsourcing
include the following:

- the vendor may manage IS outsourcing facilities for the client's
competitors

- disclosure or deletion of strategic and sensitive information

- the vendor may underestimate information security in outsourcing

- the partners could have conflicting goals in security management

- threats to information systems, personnel and data transfer
the beginning and the termination ofthe outsourcing process

- insufficient methods of controlling and monitoring the vendor

- incomplete outsource contract

ln total outsourcing, the client's main problem is the loss of direct control over the
information systems [9]. The required level of information security in the outsourcing
process must be'defined in the outsource contract [3]. Drawing the contract constitutes
the most essential phase ofthe outsourcing process, because it has a direct effect on the
following phases. Consequently, explicit and unambiguous criteria for information
security must be defined in the contract.

Information security concerns in the outsburce contract

3.1 Concerns related to the management of information security

Information security should be managed throughout the phase known as IS maintenance.
This management could take the form of supervision, report management and
information securiw risk control. Risk management should be bilateral so that risks and
threats to the information system can be identified, and appropriate security
countermeasures implemented when deemed necessary. The vendor must have a tested
and approved recovery plan for malfunctions. This is one way of ensuring service
continuity. concems related to the management of information secudty in the contract
should include clauses conceming supervision anangements, liabilities and
compensations, report proceedings in normal and exceptional situations, risk level
control methods and the procedure for terminating the outsourcing process. Figure 4
presents a schematic representation of the management of information security during
outsourcing.
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Figure 4. Management of information security in oursourcing.

3.1.t Supervision, liabilities and compensations

The vendor bears the brunt of responsibility as far as security during ts maintenance is
concemed. Therefore, terms regarding information security must L in"tJ.Jli trr.
contract and their implementation must be supervised. The vlndor's,"rponsiuiiiti.s *itt
be determined in accordance with the nature of the IS work in qu.rtion.'sup"*irion.*
be carried out by reports, audits, spot checks and inspection visits. The use of these
arrangements must be agreed on in the contract.

The respective liabilities ofthe outsource partners must be defined, along with statutory
regulations and commitments. These cover raws and reguration, .in."ii"g 

"auo

protection, patent, copyright and privacy. It woutd also be aivisabl" to in.luJe 
"'luur",about trademarks, patents and copyrights in the contract [g]. Liabilities strouti inclua"

the assignment of responsibility il:T" of security incidents *a oir*,"ii".or"ry. n.persons who will be in charge of-information security should also ue ,tat.J"*pti.itty
[2]. There should be some special obligations in the contract regarding the vendor in
case the vendor provides outsourcing services also for the client's iompeTito.r. 

-----

Compensation should be specified for cases where the vendor causes direct or indirect
damage to the client. Furthermore, the contract should also specifi the timitationsli tlre
vendor's liability and the restrictions on the totai sum offinanciat compensutlonio u"
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paid to the client. The actual compensation procedure along with pecuniary penalties
must be agreed on with the vendor and incorporated into the contract.

3.1.2 Reporting

Procedures, intervals, subjects and contents of reporting must be agreed on in the
outsoucing contract. E-mail reporting should be avoided because of the security risks
involved. If, however, electronic mail is used, all reports should be encrypted.

Normally, reporting involves information about system events and changes that are not
urgent. These event reports should include the following subjects and they should be
delivered regularly to the client.

Changes in security policy, responsibilities, personnel and system.
Suspected security and system weaknesses.
Security incidents.
IS events and present state.

System security testing results.

The vendor should have a logging systems conceming IS usage. These event logs make
it possible to determine who, when and how the IT facilities are used. The logged events
should also include errors such as the number ofunsuccessful access attempts. Reports
of these incidents should be enclosed in reports relating to exceptional situations. The
client can also request that the vendor arranges logging in such manner that the users
will be unable to modift - or even notice it [4]. The vendor should appoint a person to
take charge ofrepod management.

It is characteristic for exceptional situations that the point oftime at which they occurred
and the seriousness of the events are unknown. Nevertheless, they can be prepared for
by adopting appropriate risk level control methods. The contents of reports relating to
exceptional situations should include information ofwhat happened, how long it took to
recover from the incident and whether the vendor is able to get over the situation with
no extemal help [4]. The question of what measures should be taken depends on the
situation and can be agreed on immediately.

3.1.3 Risk level control methods

Regular reviews comprise the foundation of risk level control, which must be carried out
during the IS maintenance phase. Results from the reviews are new measures which
improve controls and safeguards. If there are major changes in the outsourced
information system, risks to information must be reassessed to insure that security
measures are updated with the progress of the information system. Information controls
for all identified weaknesses must be implemented immediately. Technological progress
brings with it new threats to information and may violate the integrity of information
security. As new safeguards may still be in their swaddling bands and conflict with
existing controls, one must be carefirl to ascertain that the new safeguards do not debase

the existing information security controls [a][6].

l.
2.
3.

4.
5.



3.2 The termination of the outsourcing process

After an evaluation including a profitability anarysis, the client should decide whether or
not to continue to use extemal IS services. If the client is discontented with the vendor,s
services, outsourcing can be continued with a new vendor. In this case, the IS will be
transferred to the new vendor after carefur preparation and the drafting oi* ugr""-"nt.
Altematively, the IS can be transferred back to the cridnt's #;ui .i,npu,i"g
department or terminated permanently. The former option translates to insourcing the
service. Although outsourcing is likely to extend over; rong period oftime, termination
should be considered in the contract to avoid any future controversy.

The termination of outsourcing should be considered in the contract. The folrowing
aspects regarding information security shoulci be taken into consideration in this
context:

l. Transferring the IS back to the client.
2. Possible stoppages in the IS service during this transfer.
3. Retuming all information assets back to the client.
4. Validity ofthe level ofconfidence after outsourcing.
5. Insourcingarrangements.

3'3 Identifying and estabrishing requirements for achieving information
security

The client can ens,re comnrigge with security policies and standards by means of aformal contract containing.alr the necessary r""u.ity requirements. Finding ou,-ruh*
those requirements are can be a daunting task. The nature ofIS work offers a valuable
starting point in this quest. Thus, the client should first determine tr," uniqu" ,"t orsecurity risks and their 

.potential consequences to his assets. tn aoaiiion,' tterequirements should be outrined in accordance with the company's own security policy.It is important that the client's security policy supports the principles, objectivis anorequirements of information processing. itre rnformation ,.quir..n.nt, for ihe prwider
of an outsourcing service should be ionu..g.nt with the imprementation of'security
controls in the client's IT infrastructure tll.
The client should assess what influence outsourcing would have on existing information
risks and IT security controls. Moreover, potentiial security risks must be taken into
account during all phases ofthe outsourcing process. The ciient strouta appty common
methods of risk assessment and analysis to iientifu threats and to 

"rti,nut" 
ih.i. pot*tiut

consequences [6]. The results of this assessment should determine the apfropriate
security requirements depending, naturalry, on the nature of the information ,yit#, tr,.purpose for which the information is used, the environment in whic\ the system is usea,
and the protection provided by the existing controls.

3.4 Statingrequirementsconcerninginformationsecurity

Generally accepted guiderines for information security can be used in stating
information security requirements in the outsource contract. However, these guidelines
can be ofa too general nature for a specific line ofbusiness, in which case th; o,uri u.
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adapted to suit the situation. Generally accepted guidelines for information security are a
worthwhile starting point in build up information security for a company.

The client can directly instruct the vendor in safety measures and methods or produce a

specific list of requirements concerning the security of information, which is in fact the
general recommendation, because general guidelines cannot necessarily be applied to a
particular situation. One way ofapproaching the task is to Craw up a list ofrequirements
by improving and speciSing general guidelines to meet the client's own particular
needs. Moreover, a detailed list of requirements clarifies the principles underlying the
security measures, and is thus a good way of avoiding any hassle during
implementation. Furthermore, an extremely strict list of requirements can be a

convenient way ofreducing the number ofvendor candidates. Some ofthe requirements,
however, can be presented as altematives and/or the partners can agree on a period of
time within which the requirements must be fulfilled [4].

Information security requirements for the vendor

4.1 Organizational security

The vendor should be able to persuade the client that it has paid attention to issues
related to information security in it's earlier business activities. The vendor should have
a written information security policy, which the client can accept. This is one of the
fundamental requirements associated with organizational security. Moreover, the vendor
should handle issues related to information security in an organized manner.
Furthermore, reciprocal information security can only be achieved if the security
organizations ofthe outsource partners work in close cooperation, which also serves to
assure the client that the vendor does not underestimate the security of information
during outsourcing.

The unequivocal allocation of responsibilities conceming information security is of vital
importance in protecting the client's assets. This is done to avoid any misunderstanding
about reciprocal responsibilities. The client must assign a person to be in charge ofthese
assets as well as other information security related processes. For instance, the client's
IS maintenance staff must know the procedure in case of a security incident. They have
to be aware of the reporting procedures and channels. Moreover, the protection of the
client's assets also includes information assets. The vendor should report any
replacements among personnel and changes in responsibility to the client. There must be
explicit reporting procedures for both normal and exceptional situations.

The client should have mechanisms for controlling the service provider to enswe that
security measures are followed. In addition, the client must have a right to audit
contractual responsibilities. This could be carried out by periodic information security
audits. All in all, the vendor's reporting obligation is a useful way of supervising IS
maintenance and information security incidents.



4.2 Personnel

Information security should be taken into account at the recruitment stage and it should
be included in job descriptions and contracts. Outsourcing complicates direct control of
the outsourced information system personnel, so there will have to be mechanisms for
ensuring the reliability of the staff, especially when the strategic value of the
information is high. The vendor must check the backgrounds of.the applicants and the
client should be able to influence the allocation ofduties. The client should be able to
demand that an employee fulfills given qualifications for certain duties (e.g. academic
degree). The employees should also sign a confidentiality agreement.

The outsource personnel must be trained in security matters and in the correct use ofthe
IT facilities (e.g. computers and software). The use of equipment, service tasks and
procedures must be documented, which will improve service continuity in case of
replacements among personnel. Training in matters related with information security
must be organized on a regular basis and the skills of the employees must be tested.
Through education and meetings, the personnel should get a clear picture of their
responsibilities regarding information security, including procedures for responding to
security incidents. In addition, all employees must be aware ofthe reporting piocedures.

The vendor must have reserve personnel for given tasks to improve continuity. The
client should also consider the segregation of duties, such as the management and
execution of certain duties (e.g. system administration and secwity audit), and thereby
reduce opportunities for unauthorized use of data or services. The client should notift
the vendor ofdisciplinary processes for dealing with employees who have violated the
agreed-on security commitments.

4.3 Information assets

The vendor must have protection mechanisms for all forms of information. The
information must be protected against modification, destruction, disclosure and misuse.
The client can also determine a back-up policy for essential data and software. Back-ups
should be regularly taken and stored in a remote location. They should also be regularly
tested to ensure the reliability oftheir recovery.

The client should specifu a classification for various kinds ofinformation. confidential
material, in tum, can be assigned different levels of secrecy. Responsibilities can be
addressed accordingly. The classification of information should cover labeling,
distribution, users and usage, receiving and delivering, copying and filing,
transportation, preservation and disposal.

4.4 Information security in data communication

The outsource partners should make an agreement on all data communication
procedures, inclirding electronic data interchange and data transmission by couriers.
Data encryption should be considered for sensitive data. The client can request the use
of a particular encryption algorithm to transform information into a cipher form.
Furthermore, there should be an agreement on cipher-key management.
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Message authentication techniques should also be considered for the transmission of
sensitive data. Unauthorized changes and comrption of data must be detected. In

addition to authenticating the sender of a message, authentication techniques can be

used to ensure the integrity ofthe actual content ofthe message. For instance, the client

can request the use ofdigital signatures to authenticate electronic data exchanges. These

techniques should be applied to the use ofelectronic mail too.

The requirements for electronic and manual data "*.h-g" 
should be based on the

sensitivity of the information. Information security issues should be considered and

agreements made of the following subjects [l].

4.5 Physical and environmental security

As a basic security condition, the client can request that the vendor has appropriate

alirm systems (e.g. fire, burglary) in the building. These alarm systems should be

accepted by authorities (e.g. insurance company) and they must be checked periodically.

The vendor must also have a locking system in the building and there should be physical

entry controls to prevent unauthorized access to the IT facilities [4]. Physical entry

controls should cover access policy for the vendor's personnel as well as visitors. In

case ofsensitive data, all activities in IS areas should be monitored and recorded. Extra

requirements for unsupervised work should be considered to reduce opportunities for

malicious activities. The client can also request that the vendor does not allow visitors in

working areas, or that the visitors must at least be supervised and their access restricted.

4.6 Hardware and software

The vendor must comply with software licenses and regulations and prohibit the use of
unauthorized software among the personnel, including software provided by the client.

The client should only provide back-up versions ofsoftware for installation purposes.

The vendor must have up-to-date measures against computer vinrses. Virus detection

software must be regularly updated and used according to instructions. There could be

automatic virus detection procedures, for example, during boot-up. Moreover, the client

can request the imposition of special restrictions regarding the use of diskettes, such as

prohibiting their use outside the actual working areas. Additionally, network file servers

should also be.taken into account in virus control. And finally, all virus related incidents

should be reported to the client.

As for hardware security, only authorized access should be allowed to the site ofthe IT

equipment. Smoking and eating should be prohibited in sensitive computer rooms.

Hardware should be protected from power failures, and the equipment should be

maintained according to hardware vendors' recommendations. In case of damage or

aging, the equipment can be taken out of use. Before disposing of hardware, all data and

roft*ut must be checked to verify the need of back-up copying. After back-up, all

information and software must be deleted prior to disposal.



4.7 Operational security

Monitoring events in the working environment and monitoring data processing itself is
part and parcel of operational security, as are, indeed, plans for ensuring the continuity
of operation. This latter aspect can be improved by emergency and recovery planning.
continuity also can be improved by documenting all procedures for operating the IS.
This also helps new employees to learn to use the Is faster, {hereby minimLing the
extent of intemrptions. Breaks in operation cauied by key-persons can be avoided by
using trained substitutes. The outsource partners should have a clear agreement
regarding the use of substitutes, however, trainees or temporary workers, for instance,
should not be used in the outsourcing context.

operational security can be improved by installing appropriate system access control
methods. First of all, the vendor should have a documented.access control policy,
including user password management. Then, there should be user access profiles based
on duties, legal access protection requirements and the client's own policies for
information dissemination and entitlement. Moreover. all access attempts and certain
service transactions should be logged so that they can be addressed to a single user
without dispute. And finally, the vendor should have a person in charge of ur.,
accounts, whose user account report should be included in the main report [4]. The
following subjects must be taken into account in achieving a basic level ofopirational
security:

l. The accountability of the employees conceming alr tasks and
responsibilities should be implemented by defining user rights and
transaction logging procedures.

2. The allocation of user accounts should be based on "need-to-use"
principles included in job descriptions.

3. System access control methods should be used to prevent unauthorized
access to IT facilities.

4. Password management should be rigorous.

Network access must be controlled including appropriate interfaces between the
networked services, authentication mechanisms between the various network sites and
methods ofcontrolling user access to IT services.

5 Conclusion

As far as outsourcing is concerned, preparation is the most important phase in
preventing threats to information. The essential task is to find a trustworthy vendor.
vendors can be made to compete with each other in terms of security matters, and their
security policies can be reviewed and their backgrounds checked. During this phase, a
hnal decision must be made whether or not to outsource. Ifthe answer is yes, the next
step involves drawing up and signing an outsource contract. The contract must contain
clauses conceming the management of information security during outsourcing,
requirements regarding particular control methods and actions the vendor must
implement as well as certain contractual liabilities between the partners. These form the
foundation of information security during the maintenance phase. Information security
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can be caried out by means of appropriate risk level control methods, supervision and

report management. Safety requirements can be discovered by applying risk
management techniques to identifr specific dsks and t}reats related to outsourcing. In
this respect, the nature ofthe information system is in a key position in this matter. The
outsource partners have to adapt their information security practices to meet mutual
standards. The termination of outsourcing must also be taken into account in the

contract. During the termination phase, thehain issues are the retuming of the client's
assets back to the client and the validity ofconfidentiality.
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